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EYE-OPENING SPEED
The machine-shop heartland of America starts in Chicago and its suburbs.
Here, mostly family-owned fabricators stamp, punch, bend, drill, tap and cut the
metal components that feed U.S. industry.
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After months of research, he made
his purchase decision.
“Comparing others to LVD, I realised
LVD made a far superior machine,”
says Tim. “For a lot of the other
manufacturers, it looks as if they
took their CO2 platform and threw a
fiber laser on it. LVD actually started
from the ground up, building a true
fiber laser system that could handle
the high cutting speeds possible with
fiber laser technology.”

Tim Ellison
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Purpose built
Most large machines are inherently
unstable, which means that they
shake at very low frequencies. These
machines are particularly difficult
to stabilise sufficiently to achieve
commercial production rates.
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“Moving from the
Electra 4 kW to the
8 kW provided a
massive increase
in speed. It’s like
buying time.”
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